Estimation of long-term stability of detectors of the world neutron monitor network for the whole monitoring period
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Worldwide neutron monitor network today consists of more than 50 neutron monitors. To provide long time observation of solar activity revealed in cosmic rays the first importance has a stable operating of the neutron monitor network. The method of this long time stability estimation is considered in presented work. The quantitative ratios of stable operation and causes of the long time drifts in the neutron monitor data are presented for each station. Now days the new scientific and applying problem stand before the network, so, this network is essentially modernized at present. The main task now is to provide the network operating and operating as a single multidirectional device with sufficiently stable long time accuracy.
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1. Introduction

More than half a century, researchers of cosmic ray variations have used such a powerful instrument as the global network of stations equipped with neutron monitors. The aim of the present work is to determine the quality of data obtained at each station. Such a problem was also stated previously [Belov et al., 2005; Belov et al., 2007]. To estimate quantitatively the quality of instrumental data, it is necessary to have a standard. Researchers often use a groundless approach using any reliably operating station as such a standard.

![Figure 1. Parameters of the galactic cosmic rays variation spectrum: $a_{10}$, $\gamma$, $b$, and $\sigma$ the model discrepancy is shown at the bottom.](image)

Indeed, many stations have been reliably operating but cannot be used as a standard since each station registers cosmic rays in a specific spectral region. In this paper we used two independent methods. For the first method the model of cosmic ray variation developed as a standard. A difference from the model for each station is related to the quality of data for this station. Certainly, such an approach has its own disadvantages since it is difficult to construct an adequate model. However, this problem can be solved by using the method of consecutive approximations if it is possible to describe sufficiently adequately cosmic ray variations in the heliosphere for the 60-year period of observations with the help of appropriate model modifications. Another independent method for estimating station operation stability, which can be called the method of ratios [Belov et al., 1988], was developed in addition to the model method. With the help of the method of ratios and the developed mathematical algorithm, a specified set of stations (with approximately identical effective rigidities of registered particles,
R_{eff}$ is divided into the groups of reliably and unreliably operating stations. In such a case a group of reliably operating stations with identical variations up to statistics (and the number of such stations should be predominant) is used as a standard. For each station, the method of ratios makes it possible to determine effectiveness and, which is of prime importance, the accuracy of effectiveness determination. However, the effectiveness of a detector can sometimes be determined only using a model approach. For example, to use the method of ratios, it is necessary to have more than three identical stations. Therefore, the effectiveness of three or two operating stratospheric stations, as well as that of sparse equatorial neutron monitors, can be determined only based on a model approach. Either method has its own advantages and limitations; however, a joint usage of both methods makes it possible to obtain reliable quantitative estimates of a long-term stability of neutron monitors within the global network of stations. An analysis was performed based on the average monthly data obtained by averaging the hourly data from the database of the global network of neutron monitors [Data Base, 1997]. The aim of the work is to estimate a long-term stability of operation of the neutron monitors within the global network of cosmic ray stations by using two independent methods.

1. Model approach

In paper [Belov et al., 1998] determination the spectrum of long-term cosmic ray variations by using the version of the globally spectrographic method, which was specially modernized in order to study long-term variations. An analysis was performed based on the average monthly data of neutron monitors (45 stations), muon telescope, stratospheric observations (three stations). An observed variation $\delta I_i/I_i$ can be represented as $\delta I_i/I_i = \int_{R_c}^{\infty} W(R_c,R_e,h) \cdot \delta J(R) dR + \sigma_i^i$, where $\delta J/R(R)$ is the spectrum of isotropic variations, and the discrepancy $\sigma_i^i$, reflects inadequacy of the used model of variations and possible instrument variations. The coupling functions $W(R_c,R_e,h)$ are calculated by us and for the neutron component taken from [Aleksanyan et al., 1982] and for the muon component taken from [Fujimoto et al., 1976]; here, $R_c$ is the geomagnetic threshold, and $h$ is the altitude. The model spectrum of variations was specified in the parametric form and determined as
\[ \Delta J / J(R) = a_{10} / (b + R)^\gamma \]. The range of variations in the parameters is \( \gamma = 0 \pm 2 \) and \( b = (0 \pm 4) \) GV. The above work indicated that a three-parameter approximation of the galactic cosmic ray variation spectrum can be used to describe the spectrum of long-term variations within 5–50 GV. Only several stations continuously operated during five solar cycles. Some stations stopped their operation, and new stations were commissioned. The spectrum of variations was determined for one base period of 2009, which allowed avoiding an additional error that occurs when data is stitched when using different databases. Figure 1 shows the obtained parameters of the galactic cosmic ray variation spectrum \( a_{10} \), \( \gamma \) and \( b \). The lower panel presents the standard deviations of the experimental and model data that make it possible to estimate adequacy of the applied model of cosmic ray variations.

2. Method of ratios

This method was initially developed in order to perform an internal quality control of ground-based cosmic ray detectors. A two-sectional nm57 monitor (where one could only qualitatively evaluate the instrumental variations) was replaced by a three-sectional nm64 neutron monitor, for which a comparison of variations at different sections of the same type makes it possible to distinguish a defective section. Up-to-date methods of internal control are based on division of a detector into the maximum possible number of identical and independent elementary detectors (neutron counters in the case of a neutron monitor). Such an approach makes it possible to determine the relative effectiveness (and the effectiveness error) for each elementary detector [Belov et al., 1988]. The detector effectiveness can be determined as a number into which the observed count rate should be divided in order to get rid of variations related to changes in the detector itself. The method of ratios was modified so that it could be used to analyze the long-term stability of detectors at the network of stations. The method of ratios can be applied if stations with very close characteristics (e.g., with close effective rigidities of registered particles) are combined in one group. We considered four groups of stations with effective rigidities of particles <13, 13–18, 18–25, and >25 GV (Figure 2). The fact that this approach does not use any model is its advantage. However, the necessity of considering groups of stations with close effective rigidities of registered particles is the method disadvantage. To take into account the time variations in geomagnetic cutoff rigidities, we made calculations performed for the network of cosmic ray stations [Gvozdevsky et al., 2016].

Figure 4 Effectiveness obtained using the model method (blue) and the method of ratios (red). The level of 2009 was taken as a unit.
3. Discussion of results

Figure 3 shows the variations in the effectiveness for certain stations, obtained using the model method and the method of ratios. For all cosmic ray stations, such information is presented on the site [Animation; LongTimeVariation, 2017]. A coincidence in details of effectiveness found by two methods argues for both methods. If there is a difference, this requires analysis: either the model for these energies does not work well, or the method was not in its group. An analysis of effectiveness indicates that a constant drift of ±0.1% per year is observed at many stations during the entire or a rather long period of observations (e.g., at Deep River station, Fig. 3). The maximal drift (about –0.4% per year) was detected for Goose Bay station. The annual wave with an amplitude of about 1%, opposite in phase in the Northern and Southern hemispheres (Ottawa and McMurdo stations, in archive [LongTimeVariation, 2017]), is clearly defined at high-latitude stations. This wave is caused by the temperature effect of the neutron component [Belov et al., 1995] and is negligible for equatorial stations. An anomalously large annual temperature effect (2–4%) is observed at a number of stations (e.g., Beijing, Tibet station) (it presented on the site [LongTimeVariation, 2017]). Part of this effect (less than 1%) is related to the temperature effect of the neutron component; the remaining part, to a local change in the temperature affecting the electron tract elements. A typical change in the effectiveness is shown in Fig. 3, which evidently demonstrates how the effectiveness varied when an mm57 detector was replaced by an mm64 one (1964).

Variations in the effectiveness are mainly sporadic, apparently, due to the human factor. Instrument variations (or drifts) can be classified as:

1. Diurnal and seasonal variations related to temperature changes,
2. Longterm variations related to a change in detector properties, and
3. Sporadic instrument drift.

If periodic variations and long-term instrumental drift can be easily distinguished, then it is extremely difficult to make sporadic instrumental drift.

The maximal error in data originates due to a drift in pressure (up to 0.1% per year). The usage of a constant barometric coefficient results in a false 11-year wave with an amplitude larger than 0.1%. Considerable sporadic changes in effectiveness can be caused by at least two factors: (1) charge leakage (microbreakdowns) in a high-voltage circuit and (2) insufficient stability of high-voltage power sources (or malfunction of...
regulating circuits). Moreover, the effect of snow is of prime importance for some mountain stations. This effect can result in a complete distortion of variations.

In Fig. 4 the efficiency of newly commissioned neutron monitors is shown. For high-latitude stations, an annual wave with an amplitude of about 1% is clearly observed, which is opposite in phase in the northern and southern hemispheres (Fig. 4: Fort Smith and LARC - vertical line; in archive [LongTimeVariation, 2017] we can see Ottawa and McMurdo). It is due to the temperature effect of the neutron component [Belov et al., 1995] and is negligible for equatorial stations.

In Fig. 5 the effectiveness of stratospheric detectors with the South Pole neutron monitor is depicted. The ratios method works unstably because of the small number of such stations. The model method also works poorly in this energy range. In Fig. 6 the efficiency of some other detectors is plotted.

4. Conclusions

Based on the aforesaid, we can make the following conclusions:
(1) A model approach, when disagreement of cosmic ray variations with a model for each station is related to the station data quality, makes it possible to qualitatively and quantitatively estimate the long-term stability of operation of each cosmic ray station within the network. The accuracy depends on the adequacy of the used model of cosmic ray variations.
(2) The method of ratios is independent of a model. In this case the long-term drift is determined for each station in the group of stations with close energies. However, not all simultaneously operating identical stations can compose a sufficiently large (more than six stations) group, which is the disadvantage of such an approach.
(3) A coincidence in details between effectiveness found by two methods of ratios indicates that both methods are applicable. The model of cosmic ray variations adequately describes cosmic ray modulation during the entire 60-year period of observations, maybe, except the region of low rigidities. This can be exemplified by South Pole station or stratospheric measurements.
(4) For stably operating stations (10-15), the drift can reach 0.05% / year. We compare it with the change in the amplitude of the variations (Fig. 1), obtained with the use of all network data for the entire observation period; the change is ~ 1%, i.e. ~ 0.01% / year.
(5) Only about 25 stations have been operating for several tens of years with a stability of less than 2% during the entire period of observations. However, sporadic variations in effectiveness are typical for many of these stations, for which data drift is of a secondary significance and data quality depends on numerous sporadic variations. A typical drift of effectiveness is about ± 0.1 % per year.
(6) For many stations (about 30), the drift of data is generally in the background, the quality of the data is determined by numerous sporadic changes.
(7) The operation of the network of cosmic ray stations is completely analyzed in [LongTimeVariation, 2017].
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